
MODELING & EFFICIENT SELECTION 
LEAD TO BIG ISLAND SOLUTION 

Brown and Caldwell 
For more than 70 years the engineers, scientists, consultants and constructors of Brown and 
Caldwell have crafted leading-edge environmental engineering and construction solutions for 
public agencies and private industry.

AFT and AFT Fathom™
Founded in 1993, Applied Flow Technology offers a comprehensive line of products, training 
and technical support so engineers analyze and design the most efficient, cost-effective and 
reliable piping and ducting systems. The firm created fluid dynamic simulation software, AFT 
Fathom™, to assist engineers in calculating pressure drop and pipe flow distribution in liquid 
and low-velocity gas piping and ducting systems.

Intelliquip
With more than 62 million page-views in 182 countries, Intelliquip uniquely draws upon more 
than a century’s experience in pumping systems to build and refine best-in-class front end 
sales automation software for pump manufacturers. The company partnered with 
Applied Flow Technology™ to deploy its pump selection tool so AFT users rapidly select 
the right pump for the conditions of service and then import performance data to their 
piping model. The tool integrates with AFT Fathom. 

Read on to learn how these three collaborators made the best choices and 
better protected the ecosystem around a Hawaiian wastewater treatment plant.
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Alex Kloske and Lia Brune, both process mechanical 
engineers with Brown and Caldwell (BC) used AFT 
Fathom™ to model a vertical turbine distribution pump 
station as part of a project to add a new filtration and 
disinfection process to the end of an existing wastewater 
treatment plant on Hawai’i Island. The process will produce 
recycled water for irrigation out of plant effluent that was 
previously discharged into the ground via a disposal sump. 
An interesting aspect of this pump selection is satisfying 
the relatively wide range of head conditions that the 
pumps will operate against while also complying with a 
project requirement to use constant-speed pumps. The 
distribution pumps will operate against a low of 45 feet 
and a high of 85 feet total dynamic head (TDH). Another 
interesting aspect of the project is the distribution force 
main. Segments of the pipeline and the receiving reservoir 
already exist, and a series of new connecting segments are 
required. Most of the discharge system is also oversized to 
accommodate a planned capacity increases in the future.

Over the course of a design for a relatively complex 
system like this, a modeler decides how often to engage 
with pump representatives and online pump selection 
tools to update the candidate pump that serves as the 
basis of design selection for the project. The coordination 

is critical because electrical power requirements, lifting 
system ratings, structural anchorage design, and 
physical clearances around the pump for O&M all need 
to stay in sync with the current pump selection. Ideally, a 
representative pump gets identified early during planning, 
confirmed through the design process, and the impeller 
trim is all that changes toward the end of detailed design.

It’s good practice to compare a project’s current pump 
selection to the other alternatives on the market several 
times during design as operating conditions evolve, but 
that process has historically been time-consuming. One 
reason is that the end-result of an online pump selection or 
discussion with a local pump vendor is typically a printed 
pump data sheet. To fully evaluate candidates against each 
other across the full range of operating conditions and 
speeds, each pump curve needs to be characterized with 
data points and manually entered into analysis software; 
see Figure 1. It’s tedious and time consuming to manually 
characterize performance and power curves for multiple 
pump candidates at several different design milestones 
(ex: 30%, 60%, 90%, Final). The manual nature of curve 
takeoff and data entry also opens the door to typos and 
quality issues.

Figure 1. Calibrated PDF measurements to characterize pump performance curve
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AFT Fathom has long included a “Suggest a Pump” 
feature, but it had limited application for BC because only 
a relatively small number of searchable pump catalogs 
were available. Municipal-scale water and wastewater 
conveyance pumps, for example, were not. Thankfully that 
changed with the AFT Fathom 2019.01.02 update. The 
update introduced a new pump selection process that is 
hosted by Intelliquip, a company that provides software 
solutions to pump manufacturers, including many of their 
online pump search tools. The new process includes 
a handoff of a pump’s operating conditions from AFT 
Fathom to Intelliquip. The modeler then follows a pump 
selection process that is analogous to many existing online 
search tools. The important difference is that instead 
of resulting in a printed data sheet, the modeler can 
also download an .iqx file that contains pump data. The 
modeler then imports the .iqx file into Fathom to simulate 
pump performance within the model that produced the 
design search  point. The process currently provides 
access to Pentair Fairbanks Nijuis, Weir, Grundfos, Ebara, 

several others, and is expected to grow over time as 
more manufacturers become aware of this new channel 
that gives specifying engineers direct access to pump 
performance data in a form that’s compatible with the AFT 
Fathom™ pump analysis platform.

On the recycled water distribution pump station design 
effort, the improved access to importable pump data 
allowed modelers to analyze four different pump 
candidates from three manufacturers between the 60% 
and 90% design milestones alone. Figure 2 shows how the 
scenario manager was used to quickly clone the specified 
operating conditions to evaluate a variety of candidate 
pumps. In addition to ongoing communication with pump 
representatives, this increased level of efficient pump 
candidate analysis boosts a design team’s confidence that 
they’ve identified one of the most suitable pumps on the 
market and won’t be surprised during the submittal review 
process during construction.

Figure 2. Recycled distribution pump model with a variety of candidate pump evaluated


